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Title

Embracing Industry 4.0 trends in Grade 6-12 education in
India
Short Title

Embracing 4IR trends in Schools
Abstract
The vision of this paper is to present opportunities and challenges facing Indian schools to
embrace Industry 4.0 . The work tries to focus on how well Indian schools and teachers are
prepared to impart 4IR related skills to its students. Through surveys conducted among students
and computer science school teachers across India, this paper argues, to succeed in 4IR, India
requires a transformation in the education system. This paper highlights some of the work done
by the government, academia and private players to skill young minds on 4IR technologies and
steps needed to make Indian workforce globally competitive.
Keywords:
Industry 4.0. Artificial Intelligence, CBSE AI , AI & programming , Additive technology,
Simulation, IOT, Data analytics

Summary
World is embracing 4th industrial revolution. This revolution is generating more intellectual jobs
and making manual and repetitive jobs automated. Science and technology are pushing the
boundaries and innovations happening at a rapid pace. For India’s young generation to be
globally competitive, Indian education system should transform to Education 2.0. Interventions
to bring skill based education at higher education level will be late, Education 2.0 should focus
on bringing new age curriculum in alignment with 4IR needs at the middle and high school
level. This will help students to understand the future needs and give enough time to understand
and master the concepts. Such a transformation requires major changes in the education system
like progressing from time bound learning to mastery based learning, lecture based teaching to
hands on activity based learning, upgrading STEM tinkering facilities at schools , upskilling
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teachers and closer collaboration between educational institutes, industries, NGO and
government.
India cannot afford to be behind adopting 4IR. India can draw from its past learnings, the cost of
dependency on technology from other countries.
All stakeholders realize the importance of imparting 4IR skills at a young age, some efforts are
being made to address these challenges, e.g Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE)
introducing Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Programming at high school, government scheme to
setup Atal Tinkering Labs (ATL) and private players like givemefive.in making AI and
programming accessible and affordable to every school. But more needs to be done. 4IR is a
once in a generation opportunity for India to leapfrog. If played well, this can generate enormous
intellectual capacity and economic prosperity to fellow Indians.
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Embracing 4IR trends in Schools
“Ignited minds of youth is the most powerful resource on the earth.” : Dr APJ Abdul Kalam
The above statement by former president is more relevant to India than any other country in the
world. Having the youngest population in the world, India is expected to have 34.33% of the
world's youth (Age 15-35 years) population by 20201. Having 1/3rd of the youth of the world in
India is an opportunity if we play it well. But there are challenges, as per "Youth In India" report1
the top 2 problems concerning current youth is education and employment. It is important that
education system keeps pace with changing trends and help youth by providing industry relevant
education.
Every industry is going through rapid changes in the way they operate and provide products and
services. And technology is driving this change faster than ever before. Earlier it used to take a
couple of generations for technology to be obsolete, now technology changes every 3-5 years
and education system is struggling to impart required skills to cope with the change. This is
evident from the fact that many reputed companies around the world have removed having an
educational degree as a qualification to apply for a job.
The skill sets required to succeed in the current market is entirely different from skill set that was
required a decade ago.
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Welcome to the Industrial Revolution 4.0 2

The Industry 4.0 (4IR) is transforming the way industries are working. The 4IR technologies are
rapidly digitizing industrial technologies and helping being efficient and thus are reducing costs.
As you can see from the below chart, the last 2 major Industrial revolutions lasted for 90 years
each, but this gap is reduced to half shifting from Industry 3.0 to the 4IR2 . According to BCG3,
nine technologies that form the building blocks of the 4IR or Fourth Industrial Revolution are
shown below. Assuming the 4IR will last for at least 25 years, the country's youth and teenagers
should be adequately educated on the 4IR technologies like Virtual Reality, Quantum computing,
space travel and urban mobility.

Nine Technologies Transforming Industrial Production3
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According to 2030 Skills Scorecard South Asia edition report4, " Under current trends, the
workforce of tomorrow looks woefully unprepared for Industry 4.0" . The below image shows by
2030 only 47% of India's current school going children will complete secondary education and
have basic skills. This is much better than 19% as of 2015.

Skills Score Report South Asia Edition4

Why is it important for India to embrace the 4IR?
Every Industrial Revolution has increased productivity by leaps and bounds. During Industry 1.0
economies experienced marginal increase in per capita income, during Industry 2.0 except Africa
most regions of the world experienced hockey stick increase in their per capita GDP. A few
continents were able to capitalize on the Industry 2.0 wave more than other continents. In
general, the world has experienced expansion of economy during every industrial revolution.
And the single biggest reason is, each of these industrial revolutions has brought a drastic
increase in productivity.

Contours of the world economy -per capita GDP by world region5
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On the onset it might seem that the 4IR is bad, as machines will take away jobs from humans. In
a sense, this is right. Repetitive mundane jobs will be taken over. According to Forbes
Technology council6, the following jobs will be at risk by 2030:
1. Insurance Underwriting,
2. Warehouse And Manufacturing Jobs,
3. Customer Service,
4. Research And Data Entry,
5. Production Line Evolution,
6. Local TV Advertising,
7. Pharmaceutical Discovery,
8. Banking Services And Retail Checkout,
9. Outbound Sales,
10. Fast Food Services and more...
All the jobs that require one time learning and is repetitive will be replaced by automation.
Advanced robotics and 3-D printing will make most of the jobs currently which requires middle
level qualification erode.
But there is good news: The 4IR will bring tremendous improvement in productivity and will
create more jobs at a high level and low level qualification jobs. Each of the 4IR technologies
require new kind of hardware, software, system and processes to be set up. For example,
advanced robotics require building interconnected, programmable and self moving robots.
Additive manufacturing requires building 3D printers and new types of raw materials to
manufacture complex parts. Simulation technology requires portable and tetherless Virtual
Reality (VR) headsets to be built and massive immersive content creation exercise needs to be
undertaken. The Internet of Things (IoT) requires new sensing and connected hardware
transmitting billions of data points through cloud technology and data lakes to capture this data
and make sense of it. Large cloud infrastructure zones and massive data transmission network
needs to be built. The list goes on. As per iot-analytics.com , the 4IR is expected to be $310
Billion opportunity by 2023. A report by PWC8 " What will be the net impact of AI and related
technologies on jobs in China? " , AI, robotics, drones, and autonomous vehicles would alone
add 93 million new jobs in China, i.e., net addition of 12% .
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Smart manufacturing market report 20187

Often, a major shift in technology is an opportunity for developing economies to embrace the
occasion, take leadership positions and innovate faster. During Industry 3.0, companies in the
US seized the opportunity to design and innovate computers and software and boast multiple
trillion dollar worth companies. China seized the opportunity by being the manufacturing hub of
the world and created an enormous economic prosperity for its citizens.
The 4IR is a once in a generation opportunity for developing countries like India from being a
follower to a leader and from being consumer of technology to creator.

4IR : Readiness of India
While Industry 2.0 was based on oil and gas, Industry 3.0 was dependent on nuclear energy and
computers. India was at a disadvantage position in both these revolutions. The raw materials for
Industry 2.0 were concentrated in a few countries, and India is still being denied access to
enriched nuclear energy raw materials as India is not a part of the Nuclear Supplier Group (NSG)
again controlled by few countries in the world. But the 4IR is powered by internet connectivity,
data, technology and most importantly skilled workforce. Indan’s readiness in building blocks of
4IR is discussed further below
Internet Connectivity:
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During Industry 3.0 China gained the upper hand by building efficient physical infrastructure.
The 4IR requires a solid and affordable digital infrastructure. Internet connectivity is the
highway on which every 4IR technology will ride. India has leapfrogged the physical
infrastructure age and has built world class digital infrastructure.
India is already the biggest data consumer in the world and has the highest data usage per
smartphone in the world. Indian government has embarked on an ambitious project “Bharatnet”
to connect every home, school, hospital, public institution of every village with broadband. The
target is to connect 250,000 villages and gram panchayats. Apart from this private players like
Jio, Facebook and Google are setting up free wi-fi hotspots in educational institutions and public
places. Private players like Reliance Jio have announced it will cover 99% of India's population
with its network, it is a matter of time that these efforts by private players and the government
will make every Indian connected to internet a reality.

According to TRAI and
the latest CNN report9 , by
2025 India will have more
people than all of the G7
countries connected to the
Internet.

Risks
India has embraced the 4G revolution. This has created opportunities for entrepreneurs to build
digital solutions and many of these solutions are making up for the lack of physical
infrastructure. 4G revolution has changed the way we communicate, shop, bank and avail
government services.
The 4IR requires an even higher quality internet connectivity. For example, when autonomous
cars have to make decisions in milliseconds by understanding the real time environment, devices
on cars need to be connected 100% of time and should be able to transmit megabytes of data
within milliseconds to the decision making algorithms. Simulation technologies and AR need to
interact with life size 3D models or create a virtual environment.
The new 5G technology and optic fibre connection to homes and business promises to provide
the superior internet quality. But the initial investment required to setup the infrastructure is high.
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Current state of financial health of some of the major telecom companies in India and cost of 5G
license fees is deterring private players and the government to adopt 5G. Quick adoption of 5G
will help India’s manufacturing and digital companies to build innovative digitally connected
solutions and gain the upper hand in the 4IR.
Data
Every device connected to the Internet and every action by a user is a source of data generation.
If we build the right infrastructure, keeping in mind the ethics and privacy as one of the core
beliefs, India will have access to a vast amount of data. This data forms the raw material to
analyse the past, optimize the present and perfect the digital solutions we need to build to every
citizen of India.
India being a diverse country with many religions, dialects, languages and cultures, the user
generated data will be the key to developing truly personalized solutions for every Indian.
Risks
Data is a double edged sword. It is important to have a national policy of how the user data
should be acquired, stored, processed and eventually discarded. Companies should gain the trust
of the consumers before gaining access to his/her personal data. This trust forms the basis for
consumers to provide consent for companies to gather data. The “Personal Data Protection Bill”
introduced by the government is a good step and will do good in making companies accountable
for the data they acquire from customers.
Technology:
India is already the software services backroom for the entire world. Every major technology
company has a development or having R&D center in India. According to a report10 by “India
Brand Equity Forum” and a study by Indo-American Chamber of Commerce, at present 220 out
of the Fortune 500 companies from countries are present in the country. These 220 companies
account for over 65.2% of the world’s economy.
Access to open source technology, cloud based solutions and close interaction with the top
technology companies in the world is helping the Indian technology workforce to get access to
the latest technologies. India now has a vibrant startup ecosystem dotted by unicorn companies
funded by top venture capitalists in the world and supported by Startup India government
programme. The startup spirit of India is building unique solutions suited for Indians.
Risks
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The 4IR is knowledge driven and less manual in nature. Copyrights and intellectual property are
key factors for companies to succeed and be ahead of the competition. Companies around the
world have realized this and are filing the 4IR related patents at frenzy pace. The below chart
shows the number of the 4IR patents filed in European Patent Office and top countries filing
these patents. For Indian companies to be not dependent on technology from foreign countries,
the Indian government and companies should make substantial investments in R&D of the 4IR
technologies and processes.

Growth in Fourth Industrial Revolution
technologies11

Growth in Fourth Industrial Revolution
technologies12

Skilled workforce

India is known for skillful software engineers, Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) and
Knowledge Process Outsourcing (KPO) workforce. Big Indian companies have hundreds and
thousands of employees offering their services to the world. But in the era of the 4IR, the above
mentioned jobs won't be generating new jobs. Most of these jobs will be automated or taken over
by AI. For example, the Google Duplex with the capability to speak like a human can easily take
the jobs of call center employees. AI enabled translation, natural language understanding,
computer vision can automate many of the KPO jobs. Machine learning and deep learning are
self learning systems, so once deployed and a continuous feed of clean data is provided, AI
systems will keep adapting to changes thus removing the necessity for building new versions of
software every time.
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According to White Paper13 , published by
BRICS Skill development working group
named “Skill Development for Industry 4.0”,
basic skills and the qualification needed for
the 4IR is Information and Communication
Technology (ICT), specialized technical
knowhow, working with large amount of data
and personal skills.
Important qualifications & skills to have for the
4IR13

The current Indian workforce lack some of the basic qualifications required to succeed in the
Industry 3.0 era.
According to Aspiring Minds 201914, Indian
engineers lag behind the key new age
employability metrics when compared to the
US and China. The report indicates only 3%
of the engineers possess new-age skills in
areas such as AI, Machine Learning, Data
engineering and Mobile technologies. On an
aggregate level, employability in these areas

Indian students grade against their peers in
US and China14

is around 1.5-1.7% and around 38% of engineers cannot write error free code. Employability
further decreases if we consider engineers from Tier 3 colleges. The basic skill in most of the
4IR technologies is programming. The below chart shows how Indian students grade against
their peers in the US and China.
Givemefive.in, an edtech company, did research to understand the awareness and preparedness
about the 4IR in schools , specifically focussing on AI and programming. The aim of the exercise
was to understand the preparedness in adopting AI and programming curriculum and understand
the barriers and possible solutions in consultation with different stakeholders.
The research mainly focussed on interacting with students from undergraduate colleges and
computer teachers from the CBSE affiliated schools offering ICT courses for grades 5-10. Main
mode of interaction were online surveys, telephonic interactions, face to face interaction and
field visits. Survey sample included 400 students, 350 teachers from 200 schools across India
and field visits of schools and colleges in Bengaluru, Mysore and the Salem region.
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During survey interaction with principals and teachers and on field visits, it was found that
schools are lacking the basic knowhow and the infrastructure to teach AI and programming.
Some of the common problems faced by schools are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

No access to internet at computer labs,
Unable to install the latest software on machines in computer labs,
Teach programming only in theory,
Inadequate cameras and speakers facilities,
The teachers are unaware about the teaching and evaluation methodology,
Limited access to computer labs for students
Teachers are unaware about the tools and the software required to teach and
Lack of basic understanding of the ICT technologies by students.

This is an alarm sign for educational institutions and policy makers. For India to succeed in the
4IR era, it needs to reinvent its education system and implement Education 2.0 firstly.

Education 2.0
It's hard to imagine an aspect of human life that hasn’t changed in the last 100 years, yet
surprisingly schools look and function the same way as it used to function 100 years before.
Mass schooling is one of the common features you will notice in every country and the format of
schooling is most predictable when we move from one country to another country. The concept
of mass schooling was intended to bring kids to school and provide basic education to all. This
format has done wonders over decades in providing basic education and skills required.
As science and technology make rapid progress, schools have been laggards to integrate these
innovations in the curriculum. As the span of every industrial revolution was long, this provided
enough time for schools to adjust their curriculum and impart basic skills required. Right now we
are in the midst of transformation from Industry 3.0 to the 4IR and such transformative years are
often quite challenging for education system to cope up. Small improvements in education
system won’t be enough, we have to make non-linear and transformative changes , to leap frog
from Education 1.0 to the popularly known Education 2.0.
Some of the immediate actions needed to be embraced by education system are:
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1. To introduce skill-based curriculum relevant to the 4IR
Students who are currently in their middle and secondary schools will be joining the
workforce in the next decade, and school curriculum requires to be aligned with the skills
needed for the next decade. Skill based education should be part of the middle and
secondary school curriculum with an option for students to choose the skill of their
interest. Currently few educational boards like CBSE offer skill based education as an
optional subject. It is time we give the same priority to academic and skill based subjects
to succeed in the 4IR era.
The new draft National Education Policy (NEP) 201915 has identified this need and stated
“The curricula for elementary and secondary education will ensure that there will be no
hard separation of ''vocational” and ``academic” streams as all students will have the
opportunity of developing both kinds of capacities”. This is a move in the right direction
to enable young minds to get skill based education on equal par with academic subjects.
Certain sections of the Indian schooling system has already taken steps to introduce some
of the above subjects in the curriculum. The Indian Certificate of Secondary Education
(ICSE) and CBSE has made programming as a mandatory subject starting from middle
school. For example, the 5th grade ICSE students have MIT Scratch in their ICT
curriculum and 6th grade ICSE students have HTML programming. In secondary school,
students have an option to learn object oriented programming language like Java or C++.
CBSE has taken a bold step of introducing AI and Python programming as a skill based
subject for Grade VIII and IX students. Still, this is an optional subject along with 40+
other vocational subjects students can choose from. Students can only choose any of the
vocational subjects if it is provided by their school.
State board affiliated schools which form the largest share of schools in India need to
introduce such 4IR related skill based subjects at the earliest.
2. Activity and creative thinking based learning
Indian education system is mostly lecture based. This often is a one way communication
where teachers provide information to students and students receive information
passively. There isn’t any incentive for students to question, apply creative thinking and
go deeper than the fixed curriculum. The design of the curriculum should allow a 2 way
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communication between teachers and students. Instead of providing standard textbook
problems and pre-designed solutions, skill based subjects’ curriculum should be designed
to help bring student creative thinking to the foreground.
It is important to design the curriculum in such a way it arises curiosity among students
about the subject. Teaching methodology should include hands on activities and
examples from real life.
NEP 201915 has identified this need and recommended for the “Access for children aged
3 - 8 years to a flexible, multifaceted, multilevel, play-based and activity-based education
is of utmost importance.”
CBSE AI and Python programming course curriculum released for Class VIII and IX
students lays emphasis on creative thinking and activity based learning. This is a
welcome step and more subjects should follow playful and activity based learning
approaches.
During Givemefive.in interactions with students and teachers, it was found that students
had difficulty learning programming as they need to understand the logic and syntax
together. One of the solutions identified was to separate logic learning and syntax
learning into 2 steps.
To make students learn programming logic, students were made to play specially
designed logic building games. These games consist of multiple square blocks and
instructions are written in simple English rather than any programming syntax,such as
left, right, up and dow. Students have to read the instructions and move the cursor to
relevant boxes. The complexity of instructions slowly increases to include simple logic
like the ‘if’ condition and the ‘for’ loop.

Source: Givemefive.in Logic Building Games
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It was found that students really engaged and loved playing the games. In the
process of playing games, students learned logic unknowingly. Students found a sense of
achievement while completing every level of game and while moving to higher levels.
3. Equipping schools with 4IR laboratories
It is proven that hands on activity based learning is beneficial for students against lecture
based learning. Based on findings16 hands on activity based learning increases student
performance across Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM)
disciplines and students learning via traditional lecture courses are 1.5 times more likely
to fail than students in courses with active learning.
Hence it is important for school students to have access to laboratories which has the
state of the art equipments to try 4IR technologies.
4IR laboratories at schools should ideally consist of a VR headset with STEM-based
digital media content for students to visualize STEM concepts like DNA , Galaxy etc.in a
360 degree view. This will provide a realistic understanding of the concepts. Similarly,
such laboratories should consist of AR glasses or mobile phone based AR content, 3D
printing machines, robot building DIY kits, AI activity zones and computers with
software to perform data analysis and visualize the results.
It might be economically expensive to setup such laboratories in every school. To address
this challenge, NEP 201915 has suggested to create a school complex. A school complex
will be a cluster of public schools without requiring any physical relocation and such
laboratories can be setup in school complexes and students from nearby schools can have
shared access to such laboratories.
Government has realized the need for children to learn through hands-on activities. The
Atal Innovation Mission (AIM) proposes to support a network of ATL. ATL is a
workplace where young students can learn using hands-on activities. ATL will contain
DIY activity kits and equipments on science, electronics, robotics, microcontrollers,
sensors, 3D printers and more.
ATL’s vision is to create 1 million Neoteric Innovators. In India more than 270 million
students study in schools, ATL programme should be expanded to every school cluster
and should be accessible by every student.
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Source: Givemfive.in: Activity cards to
learn computer vision concept.

Private players are also helping
schools and young minds learn
new age technologies with hands
on activities. Givemefive.in, an
online platform for school students
to learn AI and programming, is
helping students learn AI using
innovative game based and card
based activities.

To enable every school to have access to AI and programming labs, Givemefive.in set up
a cloud based Virtual Code Execution Environment (VCEE) . Using VCEE, schools
don’t have to install any programming compiler or libraries in the laboratory computers.
Also the platform came pre-bundled with course content mapped to syllabus. All AI
activities and programming can be done using a browser and the code written on the
browser is compiled on the cloud and the output is shown to the student. This helped
school save cost in terms of hiring system administrators and high processing capacity
computers. This also saved schools a lot of time of installing compilation software,
technical troubleshooting and preparing course content.

Another advantage of VCEE
is, students could write and
execute programmes even on
a thin client like low cost
computers e.g Chrome book
or a mobile phone browser.
And this is accessible 24x7
for students. Earlier students
used to get only 1 hour of
computer lab access per week,
with VCEE and
Source Givemefive.in : Browser based Virtual Code
Givemefive.in platform,
Execution Environment with output
students have unlimited
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access to virtual computer lab
at home and at school
4. Evaluation of subjects should be mastery bound:
The 4IR has pushed the boundaries of science and technology further. To be able
to innovate further, surface knowledge of core subjects like Science and Mathematics
isn’t good enough. In this fast paced innovation era, owning intellectual property is a key
differentiator, students should be mastering the subject.
Schooling systems in India treat age as a determining factor for students to
acquire certain knowledge or skill set. Students are evaluated at the end of the academic
year for a certain knowledge and if a student has knowledge above the critical threshold,
he//she is graduated to higher grade. Such evaluation mechanism incentivises students
only to understand the subject at the surface and doesn’t encourage them to dig deep. In
the long run, gaps in understanding of concepts at lower grades makes it difficult to learn
complex concepts and eventually this makes students disinterested in subjects and drop
them.
Evaluation of the subject shouldn’t be time bound but mastery bound. Evaluation
methodology should incentivise understanding of concepts and applying those concepts
in proposing solutions to solve real world problems. Instead of grouping students based
on age and grade, they should be grouped based on understanding level of concepts with
fewer grades. For example, a student can be considered that he/she has cleared primary
school when he has mastered understanding of certain concepts, similarly for middle
school and high school. Technology based education can play a critical role to enable
mastery based education. Technologies like AI enabled adaptive learning can help
teachers identify weak areas of students provide right reinforcements at right time.
It is of utmost importance for students to be on the path to achieve mastery in subjects, to
enable students to be future innovators rather than followers and to be creators rather than
consumers.

5. Upskilling teachers to teach 4IR concepts:
A study of schools across 4 states from the National Institute of Educational Planning and
Administration (NIEPA) stated that teachers spent only 19% of time teaching and a 42%
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of the teacher’s time is spent in non-teaching activities and the rest 38%of the teacher’s
time is spent in non-teaching school-related activities .
Teachers should be given enough professional time and opportunity to upskill. In fact,
teachers are eager to learn new technologies and bring it to students. We sent a survey
form for computer teachers asking them the following questions:
1) Are you interested in attending online training on Python programming?
2) Are you interested in giving online access of a code learning platform for your
students?
3) From when are you planning to introduce AI and programming in your schools?
315 teachers were contacted , 78.4% of teachers opted for Python programming training
and 23.5% of the teachers wanted to provide online programming platform to their
students and 80% of teachers were planning to start AI and Python programming courses
either this academic year or next academic year.
These are very encouraging results and proves the underlying desire for school teachers
to learn and pass on that learning to students. Schools should encourage this by allocating
time and budget for teacher capacity building exercises on 4IR technologies.
NEP 201915
 has suggested that “Aside from the minimal Supreme Court directives
related to election duty and conducting surveys, teachers will not be requested nor
allowed to participate in any non-teaching activities during school hours that affect their
capacities as teachers”
CBSE has tied up with Intel to provide teacher training for its newly launched AI and
programming curriculum. Selected school teachers are invited to attend these workshops.
CBSE has also released training handbooks for teachers.
Private players like Givemefive.in , an AI and programming learning platform for school
students are helping school teachers around India learn basic AI and programming.
Givemefive.in is conducting free teacher training webinars. In a span of 4 months,
givemefive.in has trained more than 1000 teachers across 300+ schools in India and
abroad.
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6.

The industry needs skilled resources and academia helps building this capacity and the
government has implementation resources. As industries are closer to the market, they are the
best judges to predict the type of skill sets required for the future. Industries and academia should
frequently work close to formulate curriculum, implementation guidelines and build training and
learning materials.
There is a lot of innovation being done by private education and NGOs in the education sector.
According to a report “Can we Leapfrog? Skills for changing world” , released by the “Center
for Universal Education at Brookings” 18
 , India has the second highest number of innovations
delivered in education sector only to be followed by the USA.
Countries with 20+ Innovations
618 United
States

88 Mexico

51 Australia

38 Peru

27 Nepal

22 Senegal

320 India

80 United
Kingdom

49 Tanzania

38 Indonesia

26 Jordan

22 Afghanistan

187 South
Africa

74 Nigeria

46 Rwanda

37 Spain

25 Turkey

21 Zimbabwe

167 Kenya

66 Colombia

46 Argentina 37 Spain

25 Turkey

20 Uruguay

130 Brazil

65 Canada

45 Ghana

36 Bangladesh

24 Ireland

20 Guatemala

120 Finland

57 Pakistan

42 China

34 France

24 Ethiopia

20 Cambodia

94 Uganda

55 Chile

38 Thailand

27 Zambia

24 Egypt
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The report18  has some interesting findings,
NGOs are leading the innovation in education
and are followed by private players which are
a distant second. It will be wise for private
players and governments to spot innovations
by NGOs and help them scale.

Type of Organizations delivering Innovations 18


Corporates should also be encouraged to spend a certain percentage of their CSR fund in
imparting 4IR training to students and teachers. The Government should encourage the private
educational players and the NGO’s are to lay special focus on imparting the 4IR skills.
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